Johnny Tremain Video

Name ________________________________

Date ________________________________

1. It takes a ________________________ man to cast a shadow.

2. What is Johnny Tremain’s middle name? ____________________________

3. What group were the printers members of? ____________________________

4. Liberty is for the ____________________________.

5. Why does Johnny quit his apprenticeship? ____________________________

6. Name a job Johnny tries to get. ____________________________

7. It’s when we fight _________________________ that counts.

8. After Johnny is set free from jail, what job does he get? ____________________________

9. How does Johnny signal that Governor Hutchinson won’t repeal taxes on tea? ____________________________

10. Remember your orders: ____ damage to ship. ____ violence to crew. ____ harm to any cargo but the tea.

11. Those Indians seem to prefer principle to ____________________________.

12. Tyranny is _________________________ to British subjects.

13. I must not open this port until the ________________________ is paid for to the last shilling.

14. Free men will never consent to give up their means to defending their ____________________________

15. We have our ________________________. We cannot deny you yours.

16. Who offered to pay the 18,000 shillings to cover the cost of the tea? ____________________________

17. We fight and die for a simple reason: only that a man can ____________________________
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18. One if by land, two if by _________________.
19. Who chased Johnny down the street, so he wouldn’t tell anyone they were there? _________________
20. What’s all the noise? The _________________ are coming!
21. Remember your orders: you are not to _______________ unless fired upon.
22. If they mean to have a war, let it begin _________________.
23. Who fired that first _________________? I don’t know. What difference does it make now?
24. Let’s keep ’em running all the way back to _________________.
25. A kindling of the flame. Feed it lads as you fed it with your blood today. For ‘tis the spark of _________________ that you’ve touched to fire.
26. And its light must grow ‘til every dark corner is vanished. And it illuminated the _________________.
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